
GG Bios 

 

Extended: 

 
GG (Georgia Ginnivan) grew up on a farm in country Australia. She went to a circus school as 
a child, and started writing songs from the age of 6.  

 
Berlin-based since 2014, Georgia teamed up with an array of Berlin-based musicians for her 
debut EP Show Me in 2017. GG then toured south-eastern Australia on a 10-date tour.  
 

GG officially released Show Me in Berlin in June 2017 at Marie Antoinette.  
 
In the second half of 2017, GG teamed up with producer CROOK to work on a new 
collaboration. The product is Luxury, a single released in December 2017. 

 
Luxury is an anthem to 2017. It is a shimmering, expansive pop song which is complex yet also 
sweetly simple. Musically, it is spacious and driving. A clarinet fanfare spells out grandeur, yet 
the lyrics speak of struggling with day-to-day mundanity. Vocals, at times barely more than a 

whisper, invite the listener in. In later choruses, GG - almost yelling - cautions not to come too 
close.  
 

GG uses various samples and layered audio effects to add textures and movement to the 
song. Steph Hughes, from Australian radio station triple j, says ‘so many textures and great 
ideas melding together with a lovely melody. Transfixing stuff.’ 
Luxury reflects the insistent human spirit to overcome adversity. To dance our way through.  
 

 
https://ggmusicyall.bandcamp.com/releases 

 
 

Short: 

 
GG is a Berlin-based singer-songwriter who grew up in Australia between the fringes of a 
national park, a circus school and the folk festival circuit. 
GG’s music mixes high-energy guitar with themes of loneliness and distance with tongue-in-
cheek playfulness and determination. 

In January 2017 GG toured Australia on the back of the release of her debut EP, Show Me. 
GG now presents her latest single, Luxury, a collaboration with co-writer and co-producer, 
CROOK. 
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